Image intensifier distortion influences a surgeon's ability to aim guidewires during orthopaedic procedures.
Accurate insertion of a guidewire under image intensifier guidance is a fundamental skill required by orthopaedic surgeons. This study investigated how image intensifier distortion, which is composed of pin-cushion and sigmoidal components, changed the apparent trajectory of a guidewire, and the resulting deviation between the intended and actual guidewire tip position. Intraoperative image intensifier images for 220 consecutive patients with hip fractures were retrospectively corrected for distortion using a global polynomial method. The deviation between the intended and actual guidewire tip positions was calculated. Additional distortion parameters were tested using an image intensifier produced by a different manufacturer, and a flat-panel c-arm. Deviation was approximately 1 cm if the guidewire was aimed from the extremity of the image and almost 0 if the entry point was only 20% from the centre (p < 0.001). The direction of deviation was different for left and right hips, with average deviations measuring 3 mm proximal and 5 mm distal respectively (p < 0.001). The flat-panel c-arm almost completely eliminated distortion. Image intensifier distortion significantly altered the intended trajectory of a guidewire, with guidewires aimed from the image periphery more affected than guidewires aimed from the centre. Furthermore, for right hips, guidewires should be aimed distal to their intended position, and for left hips they should be aimed proximal to achieve their desired position. The flat-panel c-arm eliminated the effect of distortion; hence, it may be preferable if precision in guidewire positioning is vital.